
Montgomery’s Touch Guide 
 

What follows is a combination of rules and tactics to give you a feel for 
how Touch is best played: 
 
When attacking 

 To start play (at the start of a half, following a score or after a 
turnover has been awarded) someone taps the ball forward 
along the ground with his foot, immediately picks it up and runs 
forward at speed.  

 Unless he is extremely close to the opposition try-line he will 
normally run straight into an opponent, forcing him to make a 
touch ie he won’t normally pass in this first phase. 

 When touched the ball carrier must IMMEDIATELY RETREAT TO 
THE PLACE WHERE HE WAS TOUCHED and roll or hook the ball 
a short distance behind him (this is called a roll-ball). 

 The player from his team who first picks up the ball after the 
roll-ball is deemed to be the “dummy half”. He will usually pass it 
promptly to a team mate (rather like a scrum half would) 
because if he is touched in possession of the ball the referee calls 
“turnover” and the ball is handed to the opposition. 

 The dummy half may not score. 
 If a passed ball touches the ground, even if it goes backwards, the 

referee will call a turnover. 
 The attacking team has six attempts to make progress up the 

field or score. If they fail to do so, the sixth time they are touched 
the ball is turned over to the opposition at that point on the pitch 
where the touch was made. 

 A typical attack will consist of a run straight into the opposition, 
a quick roll-ball promptly passed by the dummy half to a third 
player who runs straight into the opposition again, followed by 
another quick roll-ball and prompt pass from the dummy half to 
another player. This will be followed by a third straight run or a 
pass or missed pass to players in space opposite gaps in the 
opposition defence. 

 The trick is to run at the opposition at pace two or three times to 
suck in opponents then go wide quickly and decisively. DON’T 
WORRY ABOUT BEING TOUCHED particularly for the first two or 
three phases. 

 You may not pass the ball as or after you are touched (the 
referee will call “touch-pass” and turn the ball over). 

 There is no point in passing to a team mate who it is obvious will 
be touched immediately by an opponent. You are better off 



forcing the opponent to touch you by running into him and 
making a quick roll-ball. This disrupts the opposition more. 

 Never run into touch. 
 As a rule, players in the wing channels should maintain their 

width at all times. Tries are often scored on the final phase with a 
“centre” passing the ball to a “wing” to attract the defender then 
the winger giving the ball straight back to the centre as soon as 
the defender is committed. 

 A typical attacking formation in terms of pace/passing attributes 
is:  

Quick     Medium    9/10     Donkey    Medium    Quick 
 When awarded a penalty, tap the ball with the foot, pick it up 

immediately and attack the opposition, ideally before they have 
retreated 10m. The penalty taker may score if not touched. 

 Tries are scored in the usual way. 
 
When defending 

 It is essential that you keep the team shape. Opponents should 
never be able to make progress down the middle of the park – 
they should have to go wide to get round you. Mark an opponent 
at each phase and let your tem-mates know who you are 
covering by pointing at them and saying “I’ve got the curly bloke” 
or whatever. 

 Touching is, of course, essential but the key thing is to keep 
TEAM defensive shape. 

 A touch counts anywhere on the body, kit or hair and can be 
made with as little as a finger-tip. 

 Shout “touch” as you do so but please, no cheating. 
 When you make a touch YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY RETREAT 5M 

by jogging QUICKLY backwards as must all your team mates. If 
you do not do so the referee will award a penalty for being 
offside and you will have to retreat 10m. Good opponents will 
constantly try to catch you out by taking quick roll-balls or 
penalties and catching you offside in this fashion. 

 At the start of a half or following a score, the defending team has 
to be 10m back from the half way line. 

 
Miscellaneous 

 Six a side with rolling subs. 
 No scrums, line-outs or kicking. 
 Communication is essential. 


